
 

This is Michael Jackson's famous moonwalk. The demonstration was filmed on June 20, 1983 at the Prince's Trust concert in London at Wembley Stadium. In this video, Michael Jackson demonstrates his famed moonwalk from the Motown 25th anniversary concert in Berlin, Germany on July 6, 1984. He dances with a group of children to "I Wanna Be Where You Are". The "Moonwalker" solar-
powered rocket is a toy that was originally created by German artist Peter Lenz and has been dubbed the "world's most expensive ballpoint pen". It draws back and forth in a figure-eight pattern and makes sounds when orbiting into sunlight or darkness. The first prototype was made of cardboard and plastic, but the second one was made of wood. The third was made of Plexiglas. The toy is assembled
by hand, meaning that each piece is worth approximately $1,000 to $2,000 at auction. Lenz stated that he would not assemble another one once the last one was sold because he had enough for his whole life. The toy's name is a reference to an "Urban Dictionary" definition of Michael Jackson which reads "A tribute to Michael Jackson's moonwalk". In the film "Moonwalker", Jackson performs a
dance to "I Wanna Be Where You Are". In the sequence, he is seen slipping and sliding on a patch of ice as part of the dance. In reality, this was not present in the film nor was it done live during his 1986 world tour or on this song. Similar to his dance in "Moonwalker", Jackson performed this dance live on his 1986 tour. However, during this performance, he failed to make the jump. During the
jump off of the stage, he took one step into air but then slipped and hit his head against an object (most likely an equipment box). He then fell on stage. In this clip from the film, Jackson is seen dancing in a costume, which became part of his image. In the film, the prop is a stuffed bear. In reality, he wore a costume made by choreographer Kenny Ortega. The above video features Jackson's
performance of "Thriller" at his 1987 concert in Rio de Janeiro. It begins shortly after his introduction (he walks towards the crowd while punching the air with both hands). He then begins to dance with his back to audience while wearing what appears to be white fur (the bear). The wardrobe malfunction occurs during the transitions between numbers 4 and 5 (the bear slides off, causing him to roll
around on the floor). The above video was originally uploaded to YouTube on October 20, 2006. It is a compilation of various pieces of footage from his "Bad" and "Dangerous" eras. The footage is accompanied by the song ""The Man"", which was co-written by Jackson and produced by Teddy Riley. In the film "Moonwalker", Jackson performs a dance with his back to audience while wearing what
appears to be white fur (the bear). In reality, this was not present in the film nor was it done live during his 1986 tour or on this song. During rehearsals for his 50th birthday concert in 1994, Jackson appeared on-stage wearing a T-shirt bearing the word "BAD".
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